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Steve Johnson
The opportunity to discuss the rugby and the refereeing in the World Cup proved too good
to miss for the many who attended the November meeting. They included the RFU Match
Official Development Officer for our region, John Widdowson, his first visit to CUDRRS.
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Respect
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Discipline
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THOUGHT FOR THE
MONTH
Off the field, English rugby is
fantastic, making money and
filling stadiums.
We are currently not setting
any benchmarks in world
rugby on the field. So what’s
the use of making money if
you don’t know how to use it?
Austin Healey

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Tuesday 8th December
Training Meeting
Quiz Night
See page 8
Friday,15th April 2016

The comments made by the gathering were varied and apposite. Steve Johnson who was
appointed rapporteur for the evening, summarises what was said. He writes...
At the outset, it was generally agreed that the RWC 2015 had been a “brilliant” tournament
and the best two teams had reached the final. The standard of refereeing had been superb,
especially that of Nigel Owens who made the final the outstanding match it had been.
Having given this accolade, as is the way of things when referees talk shop, we then gradually found areas that we thought could have been improved upon They were
Feeding the ball into the scrum: I felt particularly incensed about this, particularly as
many of us had attended a “seminar” at the Ely Rugby Club to define a clean put in. It was
unanimously agreed that CUDRRS referees would insist on a straight put-in and that, if not
already being done, we would mention it specifically to scrum halves in the pre-match talk.
Communication: There was a feeling that the main difference between the “best’” referees at the RWC and the “others” was their superior communication. This included areas of
what might be best described as “guidance” (i.e. not strictly according to the law book but
ways of trying to create a better game – especially for the spectators). These included
a)
commending good play, including a “Thank you”,
b)
calling “Use it” when the ball was at the back of a scrum / ruck / maul,
c)
asking “Do you want the advantage?” when the alternative would be a penalty.
Chatterboxes: Greg Laidlaw was “in the referee’s face” with comments / appeals / advice
throughout the tournament. We discussed strategies for dealing with this kind of player and
agreed that each referee would deal with it in his/her own way. Options ranged from advising the player to “Be quiet please” or “Go to the nearest football pitch”. If a humorous response does not work, then giving or reversing penalties or maybe temporary suspension
might do the trick.
Although RWC referees were very good at catching defenders who came into the ruck/maul
from the side, they were not as good as catching the attacking ‘re-loaders’ committing the
same offence. (Reloaders = those losing their bind and rejoining at the side not the back).
There was also a notable increase in the numbers of neck rolling incidents. We need to be
aware of this trend and deal with it firmly. At scrums, the slow and steady cadence of
“Crouch, Bind, Set” was seen as beneficial. We should follow that process. It’s very easy to
speed up as the game progresses – especially if the forwards are engaging well.
Advantage: Members thought there was some inconsistency in the application of advantage. At our level, we should understand the difference between the application of advantage following a ‘penalty offence’ (when, if none occurs, we return to the scene of the
‘crime’) and an offence that would result in a scrum ( there is more room for judgment here)
Deliberate knock-on: There is a difference between the interpretation at the top level,
when it is almost never accidental, and our level where it usually is. Various ways to decide
intent e.g. noting the angle of the hand (palm facing down as opposed to sideways) and the
action of the arm (arm goes from bent to straight in a forward motion) were discussed.
Back of the line out: RWC referees almost always went there because they have ARs to
help them. We need to referee these from the front initially and set our standard before
moving elsewhere. It was noted that the gap was often closed and not penalized.
Making a mark for the defending team’s line is recommended, leaving the attacking side to
set the 1m width of the gap. The side moving into the gap early is then easier to identify.
Remember that playing the ball illegally with the outside arm is always a free-kick offence.

Annual Dinner and Ladies
Night at Christ’s College
See page 8

Decoy running: Some of this could have been classed as obstruction and some of it was
just very clever. When is it obstruction? The consensus view was if the referee feels the
offside attacking players moving in front of the ball carrier interfere with a defender’s real
attempt to make a tackle, it is an offence. See, Law 10.1 (b. ) It is also a penalty offence for
defenders to make a protective wall in front of a team-mate attempting to catch a kick.

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

Watching games on TV is very different from being in the middle. Our opinion moved from
‘excellent’ refereeing to finding quite a few things to criticize. Nevertheless, the tournament
as a whole was a wonderful advertisement for our sport and the way it is refereed.
SJ
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A MATURE VIEW

Alasdair Bovaird

I thought I would take up your invitation to comment on a couple of law-related issues that have occurred to me
during the RWC, and in truth, in the game lately in general. These are personal views, of course, and certainly not
to be taken as the opinion of any organisation I happen to be involved with.
Refereeing, Press and TMOs
Being a one-eyed partisan Scotsman, I bow to nobody in my conviction that Craig Joubert’s final penalty decision
in the Scotland v Australia quarter final was an error. But it surely cannot be for the good of the game that the IRB
decided to – uniquely in my recollection – publicly confirm an error after the game was concluded.
If it were a mistake, I have no doubt it was honestly made and given the initial view of the incident a very understandable one. On the other hand, I think any side that appeals for a penalty as the Australians (and every other
team in the tournament) did, should have said penalty reversed as a matter of policy.
Also I am not convinced that having a TMO adds to the game at all. If the referee doesn’t see it, then he can’t give
it. If a TMO with the benefit of hindsight, slow motion and forty seven replays can see it, then he still isn’t the best
judge of the context of the game. Did the tournament or the game benefit from the yellow card in the Argentina/
Australia quarter final? I think we should leave decisions in the moment to the referee and his assistants,. Leave
the TV replays for the pundits (or perhaps the citing officer).
Tackling in the air
Do you recall the yellow card in the Canada/Romania game? The Romanian 12 with feet planted and eyes on the
ball was carded because a Canadian player sought to claim the catch by jumping from some five feet away on the
Romanian’s blind side, somersaulted over the top of the Romanian and landed heavily on his upper body.
Who had put whom in danger? Personally, I would ban jumping for the ball from a kick – require the feet to remain
on the ground and the issue disappears. I’d also require a mark to be taken stationary with two feet planted, but
perhaps that’s too purist for words.
Scrums
Not so much of an issue in this World Cup but the determination of many teams to use them to win penalties,
rather than to win the ball and/or territory is a blight in my view.
If the ball is won and available, then fine. If you want to maintain the drive to win ground or reach the goal-line then
that’s fine too even if it’s just to demoralise your opponents. But why should you get the chance to go for three
points or a kick for the corner simply because you chose to exert additional pressure.
I think that ‘use it or lose it’ should apply if the retreating scrum goes down under pressure in these circumstances.
I could go on about my dislike of the fact that you don’t need to commit men to defending rucks any more and the
travesty of the modern driving maul but perhaps I’ll save that for another day.
Editor’s comments: Alasdair is currently Chairman of Cambridgeshire RFU, League Secretary for EC2 (West)
and EC3 (West) and player for Wendens Ambo RFC, but speaks here personally.
He is on CONTACT’s distribution list and clearly has respect for referees. That respect is
Is shared by his Wendens Ambo colleagues which is one reason why they have won The
Whistlers’ Trophy on two occasions. His club also support our Ladies Night and Annual
Dinner in numbers.
His views on the “hanging out to dry” of Craig Joubert by World Rugby is shared by many.
World Rugby took the unusual step of releasing a statement that said Joubert had made a
mistake, which seemed to undermine its own insistence of respect towards officials.
“We made a clarification,” Chief Executive Brett Gosper said. “If there's any regret, it's the perception we may have
thrown him under a bus, which certainly wasn't our intent. There were questions asked around TMO (television
match official) protocol at the time, ‘could you use it, could you not use it?” Too late ,Brett. Damage done.
CONTACT believes there is far too much prescription by governing bodies about how matches should be refereed
which seems to fly in the face of Law 6.A.4 . Professionalism Rugby has led to the introduction of materiality,
TMO’s and the demand for perfection in a sport played by humans and officiated by humans. Rugby at the top in
England has become like a computerised game played by robots in a robotic manner.
In his autobiography, The Test, Brian O’Driscoll said professionalism had meant he was told what to eat and when,
where to be and when and what to wear. He said the only thing he could control was the length of his hair.
Some job satisfaction!
CONTACT also has advocated that the risk of injury that stems from players leaping into the air to catch kicks
should avoided by keeping players feet on the ground. Health and safety legislation has increased in reaction to
serious incidents. Wouldn’t be great if there was preventive action taken by the law makers in this case before a
neck gets broken?
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WHY PLAY SPORT
Because it’s fun. That’s the simple and short answer amateurs would surely give to this question.
There are also benefits - the physical ones such as boosting the immune system, building stronger muscles, being
healthier and social ones like gaining respect and giving it, making and cementing friendships and developing self
confidence
In addition, there are the personal benefits such as stress relief, increasing self discipline and as Kipling wrote, the
ability “to meet with Triumph and Disaster and treat those two imposters just the same”.
For children, it is claimed that they do better at school, learn discipline and “stickability” and are less likely to
smoke, whatever that might mean these days. Participation in sport can also teach them the benefits of goalsetting and practice. To practice and become better at whatever we do is a good lesson to learn.
Why do we referee? To keep active, give something back to the game, make friends and face a new challenge are
the usual reasons. Most of all we enjoy it. It’s fun and in CUDRRS, we aim to become better at what we do.
Whether you play or referee, if you're good enough, you can do it for money. But your career may be a short one.
Professional sport has become more attractive as a career because of the vast amounts of money available these
days. There is cash from TV and sponsorship deals and larger audiences. Those at the top command large incomes and more money follows more success. Sport is now big business. It’s cut throat, demanding and woe betide the losers in the professional world. The tax man and the administrators are poised to strike those that fail.
Sports are usually governed by a set of rule or customs and, in the case of Rugby Union, Laws. They are intended
to provide an environment in which there is fair competition and a way to determine who wins.
Most people chose to participate in sport as amateurs. They far outnumber professionals. Therefore, should not the
governing bodies take more interest in the majority that play Rugby when making laws and how the laws should be
applied? The Laws of the game should be devised to increase grass roots participation on the field not increase
spectators watching matches from the stands. That’s the bums in shorts not bums on seats approach.
This issue was aired at the November meeting of CUDRRS when we reviewed the Rugby World Cup. Despite all
the statements by World Rugby, the top referees still failed to ensure the ball was thrown in straight at the scrum.
They were similarly lax at the and lineout. Players were allowed to “roll out the jackal” at the breakdown and diving
to ground over man and ball went unpunished. Different game or what? Yes, there are two games being played.
My point is this. The professionals must not be allowed to dictate to the amateurs how Rugby is to be played and
officiated. It is a game for all of us not theirs. At the levels we referee at, some players and coaches expect us to
officiate as they do at the top. We should disappoint them and say emphatically — No!
CUDRRS must keep the faith and apply the Laws safely, fairly and in a sporting spirit. Make it clear from the start
that we will require the 9’s to put the ball in straight, the game to be played by players who are on their feet, clear
obstruction will not be overlooked and advantage will be applied consistently. Our Rugby will be more fun and, with
better refereeing, more people will want to play. .
Professionalism is a double edged sword. It can raise standards of performance but it can also threaten the credibility of sport as recent events have shown. The headlines are there for all to see.
FIFA and the IAAF are being investigated because of allegations of financial corruption and doping.
Cricket is under threat from betting syndicates arranging spot fixing and cheating.
Road cycling remains under suspicion because of proven drug taking.
Rugby Union is not immune from temptation. It has already fallen victim. Remember “Bloodgate” and the AntiDoping provisions considered necessary by World Rugby and the RFU Regulation 20. It must take heed.
“The love of money is the root of all evil”. This cheating may be limited to a few nations and/or individuals but greed
is at the bottom of it all. Whenever something goes wrong, you can bet it’s down to money. This happens despite
the astronomic salary levels or winnings, the star performers are receiving.
I prefer my sport to be played with a Corinthian Spirit, the spirit of 'gentlemanly' amateurism in which the true sense
of playing for love, not profit is the motivator. This is not just sour grapes or jealousy from someone who never
made it to the top. Like all in CUDRRS, I love Rugby and want to see it continue in its best traditions - for friendship
and fun in a club setting.
Virgil (the poet not the puppet) wrote in his “Aeneid” sometime between 70—19 BC “Yield not to evils, but attack all
the more boldly”. I invite our referees to remember this when confronted by suggestions that they interpret the laws
to satisfy the business interests in the game. We must honour the core values.
No doubt Community Rugby is full of those who love the game and wish to preserve its traditions as we do.
“Love conquers all things” Virgil said this as well.
We will not be without allies in the fight. Onward CUDRRS soldiers!

Editor
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AFTER THE LORD MAYOR’S SHOW
“Comes the dust-cart,” concludes the proverb. It refers to the street cleaners who follow the annual procession of
the Lord Mayor of London to clean up the dung from the horses.
Other dung hit the fan after England’s early dismissal from the RWC 2015. “In the cart” and driven to his execution
was Stuart Lancaster Driving the cart (RFU Review Panel) was the Chief Executive, Ian Ritchie. The same Ian
Ritchie, who in September, as reported by the Daily Telegraph, had vowed to take the blame if Stuart Lancaster
failed to lead England to World Cup glory. Who’s next for the chop? Andy Farrell, Graham Rowntree or Mike Catt
or maybe even the Chief Executive? Methinks not, as far as the latter is concerned.
It is reported that the RFU might have made £15 million out of the RWC. One wonders how much of that will be
spent on recruiting a new Director of Rugby or Head Coach for the England team. £100,000 per week is muted.
The biggest and wealthiest union in World Rugby has the cash. Can money alone cure the ills of English Rugby?
In 1969, at a coaching course at Lilleshall, I remember Don Rutherford, the then RFU Director of Rugby, telling us
that the only thing that mattered for the health of English Rugby was a winning England team. To that end a load of
RFU money went that way pre - 2003. Everything Clive wanted for the squad he was given and it paid off.
The RFU’s Strategic Plan in 2009 challenged Martin Johnson's England to win the next two World Cups and four
Six Nations titles in the next eight years. It was said nothing less than a semi-final appearance in the 2011 and
2015 tournaments would be acceptable. The team was also expected to secure at least two Grand Slams in the
same period. These were ambitious targets and in a Dickensian way - “Great Expectations” - a fiction.
No modesty in ambition shown there but modesty is not a virtue other rugby playing nations attribute to the RFU.
It meant that England had to win two out of every three fixtures against leading southern hemisphere opposition
and increase their win ratio overall from 70% to 80%, unlikely by playing a crash ball, pack powered type of game.
Arrogant is another adjective used by other unions to describe England Rugby. This view is reinforced by the
stated readiness of the RFU to poach or entice a heavyweight coach of international experience from another
union in order to get the right person. Clive Woodward observed, "There is something that just does not feel right
about England, with all our wealth and resources, raiding another country for their coach". It is ironic that overseasbased players eligible to play for England were not considered for the England squad in 2015. Seemingly, there is
no English coach considered good enough for the job. Necessity, it seems, is the mother of intention.
The RFU Strategic Plan for 2012 - 2017 aims to help the Union achieve major goals and to operate as a worldclass business and governing body beyond the RWC 2015. Five strategic priorities are identified in it: building the
RFU’s brand, reputation and relationships; establishing rugby union as a sport for everyone; optimising
the Union’s revenue for the game; securing success for our representative teams and delivering the most
inspiring Rugby World Cup ever. The last named priority was achieved as CONTACT and Rugby in both hemispheres has acknowledged.
What is the significance of all this for CUDRRS?, you ask. It is significant because the future growth or decline of
Community Rugby is related to England’s sorry performance and the widening gulf between how the Elite level
plays the game compared with the grassroots. CUDRRS highlighted significant differences in its RWC review .
How many adults will be persuaded to return to playing, or to keep playing, remains to be seen as will the number
of new referees that come forward. At least, referee recruits should be encouraged to take up the whistle noting
how well players behaved in the World Cup. They showed discipline and respect for the referee. Fear not.
The RFU has invested money on new forms of Rugby, increasing the spheres where it is played and improving
club facilities etc. How match officiating will benefit from the legacy is uncertain. Yet the referees, including the English contingent, turned up trumps. It is worth investing in referees.
I received an email from a NZ friend living in Sydney, who incidentally is a friend of Mike Arbuckle’s mother-in-law
(small world). Echoing the views of CUDRRS members, he said, “It was interesting to note that while four Southern
Hemisphere teams competed in the semi-finals the four best referees were almost certainly from the Northern
Hemisphere”. Further evidence that Better Refereeing makes for Better Rugby but CUDRRS knows that already.
Growth in playing numbers will have to be matched with growth in referee numbers. CUDRRS and Cambridgeshire
RFU will have to keep their eyes and ears open to spot early signs of growth. We don’t want playing expectations
to be raised and then dashed because there are insufficient referees for matches.
Until the future becomes clearer, CUDRRS must concentrate on strengthening its stretched resources to meet all
current demands locally. The spirit of the workforce is, as ever, willing but the flesh is not getting any younger.
Should we care about what happens at the top of the game? Should we care whether youngsters follow the example of professional players? Should we care if games are not refereed by qualified competent individuals?
Should we care about the integrity of the laws and apply them our way to provide enjoyment and entertainment
and enable players to give full rein to their skills? I think we should. Who cares, wins!
Editor: I invite readers to comment on this and other articles in CONTACT. How do YOU see the future of Rugby?
It is an important topic that all Rugby folk should be thinking about and discussing with friends. Do it here, please.
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ACTION MEN
These photos are featured on local club websites recording recent local derby matches. They show some of the
wide colour range of Society kit. Will our referees look so photogenic or “appeeling” in next season’s orange.

Spike Dewing @ Wisbech v Ely

Monsieur Maxime Guitet @ Cantabs v Sawston

Ben Whyall @ Sawston v Cantabs

James Matcham @ Sawston v Saffron Walden

Dave Howell @ Cantabs v Saffron Walden

CARROT CUP
Steve Cardy knows whether these five referees informed him about how well these clubs did in their quest to win
the coveted Whistlers’ Trophy. All of the clubs here are past winners, Wisbech six times and Walden four.
He remains concerned that not all referees bother to send him any reports on how well they are welcomed, respected and treated by the clubs they visit. Because referees seem loathe to identify the best club, we need to find
a way to incentivise referees to provide feedback. One idea is to introduce the “Carrot Cup” - a trophy to be
awarded to the society's referee voted by clubs as the most respected official for their punctuality and competence
and considered the most sociable. The number of appointments they fulfil and WT reports they submit will be taken
into account. Could you be the first winner of this new Trophy - Official of the Year?
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FRIENDS MEETING HOUSE
The monthly gatherings of CUDRRS could be said to be “Quaker-like” in so far as they are the meetings of a
society of friends for the worship of a religion, in our case Rugby Union. No disrespect intended.
There were faces old and new at the November meeting at Shelford. That shows how attractive CUDRRS is.
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
Two new members attended their first Society meeting this month and were given a warm welcome.
Bill Griffiths (left), a Hospital Doctor, has not played
rugby himself but enjoyed watching his son play at
school. So much so that, wanting a new challenge, he
decided to train as a referee.
He took Level 2 in February and for the time
being intends to concentrate on youth rugby.
Toby White (right), began playing his rugby at Wells Cathedral School and then for his local club Wells
(Somerset) He now turns out for Shelford V’s. He took
Level 2 at Oundle RFC.
VETERANS RETURN
What a pleasure it was to see veteran members Frank Whaley and David Ford at the meeting.
Both looked, spoke and acted in fine fettle. After the usual referees’ chatter about the game and the laws, Frank
commented “Nothing ever changes”. Don’t be strangers, Gents. Hope to see you again soon.
RFU SUPPORT
John Widdowson paid his first visit to CUDRRS and listened to the voices of CUDRRS on the RWC 2015. He is the
Match Official Development Officer for the Midlands area of which we are part.
He seems eminently qualified for the job and if you surf Linkedin and Google you
will find lots of information about John. He has an impressive CV. Chatting with
him after the session, your Editor liked his views on Rugby and refereeing. They
are in tune with CUDRRS.
He does not believe there is, nor should there be, a chasm between coaches and
referees. We are all in this together. The aim of both should be to make Rugby
enjoyable and to encourage people to become better at what they do. Not all have
the ability to be the very best and get to the top. Players and referees should at
least aspire to be the best they can be to get the most out of being part of Rugby.
Interestingly, he asked whether referees practiced as much and as often as players do these days. Which golfer was it that claimed the more he practised, the
luckier he became? Referees - for lucky read “more skilful and competent”.
Do you have a PDP that you are working to? What do you need to practice and get better at?
John also said his attitude to Rugby was summed up in the shortest Law in the book, Law 7. Read it out of interest.
He covers a wide area as. Area 4 (Midlands) includes Eastern Counties, East Midlands, Leicestershire, Warwickshire and Notts. Lincs. and Derby. We may not see him that often but he will take an ongoing interest in us.
THE KNOWLEDGE
London taxi drivers have to go through stringent training to get their licence. They are tested on “The Knowledge”.
It is one of the toughest examinations in the world. The level of detail required is said to be like having an atlas of
London imprinted on your brain.
Knowledge of the Law and Understanding the Game are two important prerequisites for Rugby referees.
Spotted by Jim Kennaway in one RWC match, a failed attempt at a penalty goal hit the posts and rebounded into
the field of play. A defender shouted “Mark”. (As no one named Mark was playing) he caught it and was awarded a
Free Kick. Right decision? There was a pause and hint of doubt amongst some at the November meeting. The
answer is found in Law 18 Definitions. When something unusual happens, check with the law book that you made
the correct call.
Last month, CONTACT gave incorrect information about the call “Use it” applying to the scrum. It is not spelt out in
Laws but is World Rugby Laws Representation Group (LRG) agreement. Notice of this was given in May 2015
Today, in addition to the Laws in the handbook, referees have to keep up to date with the latest World Rugby guidelines and law clarifications most of which go back years. They do not appear in the law book and not easy to keep
abreast of. Our Honorary Secretary is on the ball and keeps us informed on the website. Every reason to visit it
weekly and maybe print off copies for ongoing reference.
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GRANGE ROAD GRADUATES
Our roving cameraman snapped these two referees who had been trained on courses run at Grange Road.
However, there was almost twenty years between the courses they attended. The number of University members
within CUDRRS has grown in recent years. The Constituent Body has a duty to encourage students to referee
John Naylor, the University’s Rugby Development Manager, intends to run courses each year to ensure there will
be sufficient numbers to meet the uncertain demands of University Rugby.

David Norman is seen above supervising the encounter between Downing and St. Johns. David trained along
with Martin Dixon almost twenty years ago. Both have given loyal service to the Society ever since.

Matthew Commin is pictured here refereeing his first match, a Division Two College game between
St Catharine’s and Fitzwilliam Mike Bragg and Stuart Graveston are watching in the background.
Matt is one of eleven candidates who passed a RFU Level 2 course run by CURFU for students. Eight may be
interested in joining the society and will need to be helped through to full competence over the rest of this season.
He is a PhD student at the Department of Earth Science and is based at Robinson College. Last season, he won
a half-Blue in the Rugby League ‘Varsity match and has refereed Rugby League games.
After a confident first outing in which he showed development potential, Matthew played the next day for the
University RL team because it was short . He sustained serious damage to his right knee which will require reconstructive surgery. This has brought a halt to his refereeing ambitions, hopefully temporarily. He remains keen.
Mike Bragg comments that when assessing University student referees in their first game, advisers invariably find
that the students correct errors and overcome problems as the game progresses. He says it is because as
students they “Think” and, without being told, realise how to put things right. There is no better way to learn.
Perhaps they are committed to Sir Clive Woodward’s T-CUP idea. T hinking C orrectly U nder P ressure,
He adds for the benefit of any student considering refereeing with CUDRRS not be discouraged by worrying
about how they are going to get to grounds around the county and beyond. They will find that Society members
help with transport where it is necessary for them to get to clubs too far to bike.
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SMAC-TION

Sam Vail
Like all positive referees, Sam saw a problem, knew how to solve it and applied the remedy.
In his role as SMAC to Renagades, he decided to take action following the sending off of one of his club’s players.
He informed Management Group and his fellow referee involved about what he had done. He writes
“Regarding the red card for dangerous play and the prevalence amongst the Renegade players for leading with the
forearm and elbow, as Rachel suggested, I dropped in at training and offered some referee advice, the sort of thing
that I think SMACs are there for.
So last night at weekly
training, I was able to
observe the problem first
hand. There were 20
players in attendance,
the red carded player
was also there.
There was a big trend
towards leading with the
forearm and using the
bent arm as a shield.
We had a chat about the
laws surrounding dangerous play and what constituted an infringement. We then ran some drills focussing on
taking the ball into contact. Hopefully we cleared up any confusion about what is legal or illegal.
I think everybody learned a lot from the session, so it was well worth doing. Hopefully it will no longer be an issue.

NOISES OFF

Steve Johnson

In the October issue of CONTACT, I referred to “over-enthusiastic teacher-referee coaches/advisers” at school
matches. I have had a new experience and found a different way of dealing with it (different for me at least, I’m
sure others have done this too…).
In a recent very good and feisty Under 15 game, I was just about to blow the scrum half for creeping round a bit
too far, when from the touchline came a stentorian bellow of “Offside Ref!” from one of the parents.
We’ve all heard similar “helpful” comments and know it’s the start of more harangues from the touchline.
So, I blew the whistle, and penalised my erstwhile “adviser.” The captain raised his eyebrows and smiled ruefully.
I guessed it was not the first time such “advice” had been proffered from this gent. The coach didn’t even mention
it at half time and I didn’t hear another word from the parent (or anyone else at the side) for the rest of the game.
I suspect my CUDRRS colleagues will castigate me for this over-authoritarian decision. I surprised myself actually
and I look forward to your thoughts. But in my defence, there was no hold up in the game, the boys looked slightly
approving, and it ended there.
This can probably be done at schools where we have a more “captive” group of people but I wonder at youth club
games…. What do you think?

GUEST SPEAKER
The speaker for this year’s annual dinner on Friday 15th April 2016 at Christ’s College will be Eddie Butler.
Eddie studied at Fitzwilliam College, gained three Blues, played for Wales at No.8, and went on a British Lions tour
to New Zealand. He is now a rugby commentator for the BBC.
There will be the usual 3 course meal, plus complimentary wine and pre-dinner drinks. CUDRRS members may
book up to 2 tickets at a discounted rate until the end of December 2015 after which all tickets will be sold at the
full price of £50 and made available to clubs and other non-members. CUDRRS members may also reserve additional tickets at the full price during 2015. All bookings as usual to David Norman dn102@cam.ac.uk.

NUMBER FOUR
Cambridge RUFC are looking for two people to act as fourth official for their first team home games.
Andy McKee, who is having to retire from refereeing through injury, has volunteered but a further person is
required to share the load throughout the season. If interested, please contact tracey.baxter@crufc.co.uk

QUIZ NIGHT
So what do you know? At our December training meeting on 8th at Shelford Rugby Club you will find out.
Quizmaster Guy Mulley will be testing us on matters rugby, refereeing, sport and general knowledge.
Who are the eggheads or brainboxes in CUDRRS? The winner of quiz will be given the title of Clever Socks 2015
and awarded the Mulley Medal. I wonder what the special prize will be this year. A holiday in Spain?
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RUGBY GIANTS
In the legends of the Maori people there are tales of giants, uncommonly tall warriors of Old New Zealand.
These stories stressed the fact that their height gave them great reach with a weapon, especially the “taiaha”, a
kind of two-handed sword, which made the big chieftains of old such formidable foes in battle.
Of such physical stature was Rugby legend, Jonah Lomu,
who though not a Maori, became a New Zealand giant.
His hand off proved a formidable weapon. Some foe he.
News of his sudden death came as the finishing touches
were being made to this issue of CONTACT. This would
not be regarded as a rugby focussed newsletter if it failed
to mention his passing and pay tribute to the contribution
he made to our game in his short life..
There are few international players that could match the
impact he had on Rugby and or be so universally admired
and liked. This admiration was increased as he bore his
kidney illness with a smile. Jonah was inducted into the
International Rugby Hall of Fame in 2007 and the IRB Hall
of Fame two years later.
He was born the year your Editor became a member of
CUDRRS. In 40 short years Jonah made his mark and
deserved such accolades as incredible, indestructible, inspirational, unique, great friend. Mortals can only dream
of receiving such tributes. He was a giant indeed. Thanks for the memories, Jonah.
R.I.P.
Shortly after the news of Jonah’s death came the announcement that Ritchie McCaw,
the All Blacks captain, was retiring after a record breaking career of 148 Tests spanning
15 years. He debuted for the All Blacks as Jonah was coming towards the end of his
career. Ritchie, although named three times by the IRB as the best player in the world
was considered by many referees as someone who played right on the edge of legal and
too often got away with the illegal. Play to the whistle and look innocent is a good tip for
aspiring flankers and captains.
Another NZ giant is lost to the game and Ritchie is reported to be planning to pursue a
career as a helicopter pilot. He is an honorary squadron leader of the Royal New Zealand Air Force. Let’s hope he remembers to land in the right place and not on the wrong
side of the zone ( e.g. on the opponents side of the ball at the breakdown).

SALE TIME
CUDRRS is having a sale but don't wait until Black Friday on 27th November to take advantage of the bargains.
There has been a re-stock of CUDRRS Samurai tracksuits and the sizes below are available
These actually cost CUDRRS nearly £60 each but will only cost you £30.00
Also we have the last remaining Black ‘spare shirts’ available @ £20.00 ; 2 small, 1 medium, 2 XXL.
Interested? Contact Paul Wilson, our Kit Manager, ASAP with your Christmas orders.
Shop early and look as smart as these.
PW outfitters invite you to
join the team!

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.

